Show report

Oshkosh 2018
Part two of Nigel Hitchman’s report from the world’s largest fly-in, EAA AirVenture,
featuring the highlights of the Homebuilt and Commercial parks

(Above) The Samson Switchblade was
promoted as being the world’s first flying
sports car, and its inaugural flight was
planned to take place this summer. The
high aspect-ratio wings fold forward for
driving, as does the tail. The Switchblade
is said to have sports car performance,
and Samson’s website states, “The wings
are set at the correct angle so you literally
fly the plane off the runway! Landings are
similar, in that you simply fly the vehicle
onto the runway to land.”
www.samsonsky.com

(Above) There were over 1,100 ‘Experimentals’ present at Oshkosh, and over half were
Van’s RVs, including some truly fabulous examples. But there was also a wide variety
of other types in attendance, including this Workhorse Group SureFly manned rotorcraft,
which is a two-seat, electric-powered, eight motored machine. Interestingly, although
it has five minutes of backup battery power, the electric motors are driven by a petrol
piston engine which runs two generators. The SureFly is estimated to have a one-hour
range at 70mph. It was supposed to take part in the Monday display, but the wind was
too strong to risk it, as the SureFly is still in the early stages of test-flying.
www.workhorse.com

(Above) The Revolution Aircraft RAI-6 is a
four-seat long-range tourer developed from
the two-seat Tango kitplane. Able to carry
over 200 gallons of fuel, four people and
baggage, it has a range of 2,900 miles!
www.revolutionaviation.net

(Right) The LX7 kitplane is a modified Lancair IVP with a new wing and empennage, which
produces a slower stall speed, 260kt cruise and 25,000ft ceiling, all for ‘only’ $550,000, but
that’s on top of the cost of the Lancair IVP airframe! www.lx7aircraft.com
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(Above) N60LC is a FLS Microjet from BD-Micro Technologies and
is a development of the BD5. There were six BD5 variants present
over the week, which is by far the most I’d ever seen at one show.
www.bd-micro.com

(Above) This year’s Grand Champion Plans-Built prize went
to Pitts S-1SE, N834T, constructed by Curtis Cumberland of
Woodbine, Maryland…

(Above) The only really new US-produced aircraft at Oshkosh
this year was this Vashon Ranger, an all-metal, two-seat design,
powered by a Continental O-200D and with Dynon avionics.
Marketed as falling between a tired secondhand Certified aircraft
and expensive European LSAs, its basic sale price is $99,500.
www.vashonaircraft.com

(Above) …and the Grand Champion Kit-Built was Florida resident
Steve Schreiber’s Lancair Legacy, N6154S.

(Above) The Timber Tiger Ryan ST replica is a 95 per cent-scale Ryan ST. It can be made to represent any of the Ryan ST variants and is
being sold as a kit, with the proposed engine being a D-Motor or Rotax 912. www.timbertigeraircraft.com

(Above) The KLA-100 is a new, two-seat kitplane from Korea, which
is reputed to have already flown a few hundred hours. It appeared
under the ‘Flight Designs’ banner at Freidrichshafen in 2017, but
there was no mention of that company on the stand of its Korean
manufacturer, Vessel. www.vessel21.com/eng

(Above) Something new in the airshow, and a change from the
usual numerous Extra/Edge/CAP aerobatic displays, was the
Yak-110, which is two Yak 55s joined together with a jet engine
inbetween! More details at www.yak110.com
Next year’s EAA AirVenture Oshkosh will take place on 22-28 July
– see you there! ■
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